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Custom Private tours of Poland
and Eastern Europe

Imagine traveling to the home of your ancestor’s village or touring through Poland and/or Eastern Europe just for the sake of its natural beauty. Imagine doing this in style and comfort at a cost you can afford. Imagine no further, because Ancestral Attic Custom Tours will make your imagination a reality. We’ll take away the hassle of making arrangements so you can truly enjoy these treasured moments without the stress or confusion of planning your trip. Our private tours will also allow you to travel to any and every destination throughout Poland or Eastern Europe in general without having to tolerate the inflexible schedule and crowded conditions of a predetermined group tour. From upscale to budget tours all set to your specifications. Let Ancestral Attic take you away on your once in a lifetime experience today!

Living Relations Location

We'll take advantage of every available source to locate long-lost relatives who remained in Poland or who immigrated to the new world. Once we have re-connected your family, we will help you to communicate and arrange a reunion that will forever stay in your memory.

Translation Service

Translations done right! We translate your old documents or new correspondence from Polish, Latin, Russian and German to and from English.

Genealogy Research Services

Genealogy research can be challenging not to mention time consuming, especially for those with a busy schedule. Enter Ancestral Attic….we do have the time. We also have the professional experience and the access to retrieve the documents that will prove your heritage. We can help you unravel the mystery of your Polish lineage utilizing archives located throughout Poland along with church and civil resources. Let us plow through courthouses, microfilm, passenger lists, census and countless other heritage source files on your behalf. Reconnect with your ancestors through Ancestral Attic today!
Genealogy Research Services

We offer in-depth research in the following categories:

Birth, death, marriage, military, passport in both National and local Poland Archives.
Poland Document Searches - includes all former regions of Poland. Eastern European - Includes Ukraine, Romania, Belarus and Lithuania

Translation Service

Translation of personal, genealogical, business and legal correspondence.

Calligraphy Service

Beautiful Pedigree charts done by a professional hand

Tours of Poland & Eastern Europe

Travel to the land of your ancestors the way it should be done!

Private tours are exclusive to your desires and include well informed guides who understand your need to know. We can make every arrangement from hotel accommodations to restaurant reservations for groups of 1 to 40 travelers at a cost to suit any pocketbook.

Ancestral Attic has been proudly reuniting families from both sides of the world since 1997 too...let us introduce you to your long-lost cousins face-to-face!

Living Relatives Research

Finding long-lost relations who have been separated through immigration
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